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Abstract 
Ishii, S., Measure theoretic approach to the classification of cellular automata, Discrete Applied Math- 
ematics 39 (1992) 125-I 36. 
Each measurable transformation that commutes with a shift on the set of configurations is proved to 
have an interesting dynamic4 property, i.e., for almost all initial configurations their orbits have a 
common structure. We can put those transformatic: a into four classes according to their dynamical 
properties. The classification of celhrlar automata is derived from it. 
1. Inliroduetion 
In [lo], Wolfram observed that cellular automata can be put into four classes 
according to their dynamical behavior. A definition of these four classes based on 
the evolution on finite configurations was given by Culik II and Yu in [3]. In this 
paper we take another definition based on the fact that for almost all initial 
configurations, their orbits ha w a common dynamical structure. The author does 
not know what relations there are bet\ween the two ways of definition. 
We introduce a class $ consisting of all measurable transformations which 
commute with at least one of the shifts on the set of configurations with a certain 
topology and a certain measure on it, and show that each element r of S has one 
of the following four dynamical properties. 
(1) For almost every initial confi.guration co, its orbit Z’(Q), r2(co), . . . evolves to 
a common homogeneous configuration in a bounded time. 
(2) For almost every initial configuration co, its orbit rl(co), r2(co), . . . evolves to 
an attractor which is cyclic in a sense in a bounded time. 
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(3) For almost every initial configuration co, its orbit r’(co), r2(co), .. . evolves 
asymptotically to an attractor which is cyclic in a sense. 
(4) For almost every initial configuration co, its orbit #(co), r2(co), .. . evolves to 
no simple attractor. 
The elements of @ can be put into four classes according to their dynamical 
properties described above. The classification of cellular automata is derived from 
that fact. 
In Section 2 we define the topology and the measure on the set of configurations, 
in Section 3 the precise investigation of # is done, in Section 4 we classify the set 
of cellular automata and in Section 5 we investigate the second class and the third 
class in detail. 
2. Basic definitions and properties 
In this paper, Z denotes the set of integers, and n and q denote some fixed positive 
integers. We identify q with the set (0,1,2, . . . ,q- 1) and call it a state set. The 
symbol @ denotes the addition of modulo q. Clarly (q, @ ) is an Abelian group. 
For any i and j in h, i 1 j denotes the fact that i is a divisor of j. 
Definition 2.1. (1) A map c: Z” --) q is called an (n, q)-configuration, or merely a 
configuration. @? denotes the set of all configurations. 
(2) A configuration which is a constant map is called homogeneous. The symbol 
q. denotes the constant map which takes the value qo. 
We define a topological q-module and a measure on K 
Definition 2.2. (I) T denotes the product topology of the discrete topology on q, 
which is induced on @? = 4”“. 
(2) lJ* denotes the product topology of -IT, which is induced on ~Fx t5 
Proposition 2.3. (@?, 8) and (@‘x @f, U*) are metrizable, complete with such a 
metric. 
Definition 2.4. The addition on %? is defined as follows: 
(co+clm) = coWOc,@h 
for any co,cl E 8 and EP. 
Proposition 2.5. ( %T, U, + > is a topological Abelian group. 
Definition 2.6. (1) Let p. be a probability measure on q defined as follows: 
1 
po({i:> = ;, i-4 . . ..q- 1. 
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p denotes its product probability measure defined on the field of Bore1 subsets of @?. 
(2) 52 denotes the field of measurable subsets of g with respect o the completion 
of /f. 
(3) p2 denotes the product probability measure of p on the field of Bore1 subsets 
of BXO. 
Definition 2.7. Let 7 be a transformation on 8. 
(1) We define 7 to be Bore1 measurable if and only if for any Bore1 measurable 
subset &? of 6 the set {CE 8: 7(c) E a} is also Bore1 measurable. 
(2) We define 7 to be measurable if and only if for any measurable subset & of 
8 the set {c E g‘: 7(c) E 4 } is also measurable. 
Definition 2.8. Let 7l and 72 be two transformations on Q. 
(1) We define the addition 71 + 72 and the complement -71 pointwisely. 
(2) The composition tl 0 72 is defined as follows: 
(7, ‘72)(c) = 71(72(c)) for any c in 8. 
The next proposition is easily derived from the definition. 
Proposition 2.9. (1) Let z1 and 72 be two Borel measurable transformations on %?. 
The addition 7l $ 72, the complement -tl and the composition 71 0 72 are Bore1 
measurable. 
(2) Each continuous transformation is Bore/ measurable. 
Definition 2.10. Let /k Z”. A shift sp denotes the transformation on 8, which is 
defined as sP(c)(cx) =c(cw - /3) for any c E E’, a! E Z”. 
The next lemma is easily proved with the method of ergodic theory [8]. 
Lemma 2.11. For each &Z” - (0): 
(1) The shift sP is continuous on (@,71-j. 
(2) The shift sP is ergodic on (Q, @?, p ), i.e., 
(a) sP is a measure preserving transformation on (Q, @7, p>, 
(b) if a subset A of %’ is measurable and @A) = A, then p(A) =O or 1. 
The next lemma is derived from the continuity of shifts. 
Lemma 2.32. CeS cl, c2 be two elements of @?, ro, rl, 722, . . . a sequence of Bore1 
measurable transformations on g and p an element of Z”. If 
and 
lim 7i(c1) = c2 
ido0 
sj17i = 7iSfl 
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for any id, then 
lim ri OS&) = s&). 
i+aD 
Definition 2.13. Let c be an element of %. 
(1) A subset (c) of 8 is defined as follows: 
(c) = {Sp(C)E %!I? /3EB”}. 
(2) Let cl and c2 be two elements of %‘. A binary relation = on 0 is defined as 
follows: 
c =c 1 2 if and only if (ct) = (c2). 
(3) The symbol B/s denotes the set ((c): CE S!?}. 
Definition 2.14. Let r be a 
(1) For each nonnegative 
For each CE g, 
rO(c) = c, 
transformation on K?, co an element of K 
integer m, T m is defined inductively as follows: 
(1) 
T”(C) = ror”-l(c) for ml 1. (2) 
(2) The set (r”(co>. m 1 Z) is called the orbit of r from the initial configuration 
CO- 
Definition 2.15. Let r be a Bore1 measurable transformation on VZ, I!=’ a nonnegative 
integer, t a positive integer, /I an element of P’ and qo an element of q. 
(1) CE $? is called (7’, qo)-stable if and only if the following property holds: 
rT(c) = GO, (3) 
tr’+‘(c) = rT’(c) for any T’r T. (4 
Ptk Qo denotes the set of all the (T,q,)-stable configurations. We call qo the limit 
point from c with the finite r-iteration. 
(2) c E @? is called (T, t, j?)-cyclic if and only if the following property holds: 
rT’+‘(c) = spa rT’(c) for any T’2 T. 
V?Y~,~,~ denotes the set of all the (T, t, p)-cyclic configurations. We call the set 
{(rT+‘(c)): 1 tic t} 
the limit cycle from c with the finite r-iteration. Note that the cardinal number of 
the limit cycle is a divisor of t. 
(3) c E g is called (T, t, /II)-asymptotically c clic if and only if the following proper- 
ty holds: 
lim (7(c) - rr’(C’)) = 0 
T’+oD 
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for some C’E VI?ykt,p. 
._&kt,p denotes the set of all the (T, t, @)-asymptotically c clic configurations. We 
call the set 
{(rT+‘(c’)): 1 Silt} 
the limit cycle from c with the infinite r-iteration. Note that the cardinal number 
of the limit cycle is a divisor of t. 
We can easily prove the following proposition from the definition above. 
(3 
(6) 
Lemma 2.17. Pt&,, IE?~;,,,~ and &c;,{,,~ arc measurable subsets of %?. 
Proof. (3early J?$ q, and @?ykt,s are Bore1 subsets of 8. So they are measurable. 
&ckt,@ is proved to be a zrr subset of 8 from the definition. So the Souslin 
Theorem implies tk d it is measurable [2]. III 
Definition 2.18. (1) A subset $ of the set of Bore1 measurable transformations on 
g is defined as follows. Let r be a Bore1 measurable transformation. 
7 ES if and only if S,T = rs, for some a! E H” - (0). 
(2) For r in $, a subset fT of h” is defined as follows: 
rr = (a&?“- (0): s,r=rs,>. 
3. Classification of $ 
Definition 3.1. The four claSses of Bore1 measurable transformations on g, CLASS 
I, CLASS II, CUSS III and CLASS IV are defined as follows. Let 7 be a Bore1 
measurable transformation on %‘. 
(I) 7~ CLASS I if and only if the following property holds. For some 7% 0 and 
9oE99 
I&%&) = 1 l
(2) 7 E CLASS II if and only if the following property holds. For any 7%) and 
90-l, 
iwt;;,) = 09 
and for some TzO, tk 1 and jk h”, 
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(3) TE CLASS III if and only if the following property holds. For any Tr 0 and 
90-A 
PW;;,) = 09 
for any TzO, tzl and BE%“, 
PWY;;,J) = 09 
and for some TIN 0, tl: 1 and BE ZR, 
(4) r’~ CLASS IV/f and only if the following property holds. For any TzO and 
%=.A 
PWG,,) = 09 
for any TzO, tz 1 and PEP, 
and for any T?O, tz 1 and /? E P, 
Informally speaking, CLASS I, for example, is the class of all Bore1 measurable 
transformations uch that the orbits of almost all initial configurations evolve to a 
common homogeneous fixed point in a bounded time. The next proposition is easily 
derived from the definition above. 
Proposition 3.2. Let i, j = I, II, III or IV. l’f i+ j, 
Now we can state the classification theorem of g. 
Theorem 3.3. Each element of & belongs to one and only one of these four classes. 
The next lemma is essential to prove Theorem 3.3. 
Lemma 3.4. Let 7 be an arbitrary element of #. 
(1) For any TrO and qOEq, 
&!S?~,) = 0 or 1. 
(2) For any Tr 0, tz 1 and /IE Z”, 
PWY&A = 0 or 1. 
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(3) Fur any TzO, t> 1 and PE Z”, 
p(dc~[,p) = 0 or 1. 
Proof. We take one fixed clement a! of pl;. 
(1) Clearly the set (rr)-‘(&) is invariant under s,. So the ergodicity of the shift 
s, implies the next equations: 
Ic({= Q: rT(c) = 4))) = iU((rT)%70)) 
=Oor 1. 
On the other hand, for any T’LO the set (rT’+ ’ -sporT’)-‘(@ is also invariant 
under s,. Thus similarly we get the next relation. For any T’z 0 
p({ce 8: rT’+ l(c) = rT’(c)}) = p((7T’+’ - tT’,-‘(0)) 
Thus 
=Oor 1. 
/l(yY$-,O) = /4((cfE Q: rT(c) = Q(j) n u {CE g: tT’+‘(c) = TT’(C)]) 
T’r T 
=Oor 1. 
(2) Similarly we get the next relation. For any T’rO 
p((ce tf?: rT’+‘(c) = sprT’(c>>) =~((rT’+‘-SpO~T’)-l((~))) 
Hence 
=Oor 1. 
p@yz;;,,p) = /4( ,c1, (CE 69: rT’+‘(c) = sjj+kT’(c))) 
‘2 
=Oor 1. 
(3) Similarly from Lemma 2.12 we can prove that ICE r,p is invariant under s,. 
Therefore 
p(dd~S;~,~) = 0 or 1. q 
Now we can prove Theorem 3.3. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let r be an element of &? 
(1) If p(9?~,) = 1 for some TZ 0 and q. E 4, then TE CLASS I. 
(2) If p(ZPt~~$=O for any ?rO and qOeq and ~(gyk~,~)=l for some TrO, 
tz 1 and /IEZ”, then ~ECLASS II. 
(3) If &!R~J=O for any TrO and qOeq, p(g~k,~)=O for any TzO, tr 1 
and &Z” and &J#-~,~)= 1 for some Tr 0, t r 1 and PE Z”, then r~ CLASS III. 
(4) If p(&%kqo) =0 for any TrO and q. Eq, ~(@fy3_~ p) =0 for any TzO, t? 1 
and /3&Z” and &RZC~~,~) =0 for any TrO, tzl a;d PEP, then r&UlSS 
IV. cl 
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4. Classification of cellular auto5nata 
Definition 4.1. (1) Let r be a positive integer, qt, q2, . . . , qr pairwise distinct elements 
of zn, JV={qt,q2, . ..) q,) and o a map from q’ into q. The pair (a,&) is called 
an .rt-&z~?~si~~/ ceU&r arr,ft~ton G?k q states, or merely CA. The map B and 
set &/are called respectively the local map and the neighborhood indicator of the 
CA. 
(2) Lzt 0% {rl,, yl;z, l *= , q,)) be a CA, The global transformation of a CA means 
the transformation T on 87, which is defined as follows: 
‘c(c)(a) = a(c(a + ql), . . . , c(a + tj,)) for any cE %, a tz P. 
We identify two CA’s which have a common global transformation. So, each CA 
is denoted by its global transformation. 
The next theorem is due to Hedlund [5]. 
Theorem 4.2. Let r be a continuous transformation on (g, T). 7 is a CA if and only 
$ros,=s,or for any a&P. 
Theorem 4.2 implies that each CA belongs to the class @. Therefore the next 
theorem is derived from Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 4.3. Each cellular automaton belongs to CLASS I, CLASS II, CLASS III 
or CLASS IV. 
The continuity of the cellular automaton r implies that 9?g,qO and %?yk,,p are 
closed subsets of ( $?, U). The next proposition is easily derived from this fact. 
Propesition 4.4. Let r be a CA. 
(I) T E CLASS I if and only if the following property holds. For some TZ 0 and 
40E4, 
(2) r E CLASS II if and only if the following propert?’ holds. For any TZ 0 and 
%%A 
Remark. From the proposiiion above we get the following relations between 
Culik-Yu classes I, II and ours [33. 
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(I) If T is in CLASS Z in our sense, then r is in CLASS I in Culik-Yu 
classification. 
(2) If r is in CLASS Z U CLASS ZZ in our sense, then t is in CLASS II in Culik-Yu 
classification. 
The author does not know whether the inverse relations hold or not. The relations 
on the higher classes are also unknown. 
A presumptive correspondence between Wolfram’s classification and ours is in 
Table 1. 
Table 1 
The correspondence between Wolfram’s classi- 
fication and ours 
Wolfram’s classification Our classification 
CLASS I CLASS I 
CLASS II CLASS II 
CLASS III CLASS IV 
CLASS IV CLASS III 
According to the Wolfram’s observation [lo], his CLASS III and CLASS IV are 
characterized as follows. 
(1) T is in CLASS III if and only if almost every evolution of 7 leads to 5 chaotic 
pattern. 
(2) 7 is in CLASS IV if and only if almost every evolution of 7 leads to complex 
localized structures, sometimes long lived. 
Clearly, the character of our CLASS IV is nothing but that of his CLASS III 
described above. Indeed, we can prove that the CA of function code 42 [ 101 belongs 
to our CLASS IV from the fact that the shift invariant proper subgroup of (@?, +> 
has measure zero. 
On the other hand, a close observation of the examples of Wolfram’s CLASS IV, 
function code 20 and 52 [lo], show us that a stable or periodic configuration appears 
after all the “complex localized structures” died in a given space. The “complex 
localized structure” seems to be a phenomenon based on the way of convergence 
of point sequences in @Jr). That is the intuitive reason why we identified his 
CLASS IV as our CLASS ZZZ. 
It is a difficult question to decide which classes in our sense a given CA belongs 
to. But from Proposition 4.4, we can say at least that CLASS Z is recursive 
enumerable, that is, there is a Turing machine which halts if and only if we input 
a CLASS Z-CA to it. Similarly, CLASS Z U CLASS ZZ is recursive numerable- 
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5. ON CLASS II and CLASS III 
Definition 5.1. Let t be a Eorel measurable transformation on g, T a nonnegative 
integer, t a positive ir.teger, /Y an element of h” and co, cl, . . . , c,_ 1 be elements of 8 
such that Ci+Cj when i#j* 
(1) CE %? is called (T,tJ;co,cl, . . ..q-t )-cyclic if and only if the following proper- 
ty holds: 
rT+i(c) is an element of (Ci), i=O, 1, . . ..t- 1, 
r*‘+‘(c) = SNOT*‘, for any T’z T. 
@hP;co.r I..... C* I denotes the set of all the (T, t, p;co, cl, . . . , c,_ 1 )-cyclic configura- 
tions. 
(2) CE @? is called (T,t,~;co,ct, .. ..c._, )-asymptotically cyclic if and only if the 
following property holds: For some C’E %?y$-t,P;CO,C,,...,._ ,  
Jim. (r*‘(c) - r*‘(C’)) = 0. 
~c~r,/l;ccJ ,...) Cl-, denotes the set of all the (T, t, fi;co, . . . , c, _ l)-asymptotica!4y c clic 
configurations. 
We can easily prove the following proposition from the definition above. 
Prqosition 5.2. 
%Ykr,p = U 
1’ 1 r;fp'=f'~;<co>,...,(c,,_I>E B/s 
~Y~f:/?~;c~,r I,..., C,‘_,’ 
dCs;fJl = U 
t’ [ r:@‘= r’/?;(ci,>, . .. , (cr. 
~Y~ry;c{~,c I,..., c,. 1’ 
I) E P/s 
(7) 
We can prove the next lemma in the same way as the proof of Lemma 2.17. 
Lemma 5.3. ~Y~~,~~~~.~,, . . . . c,_ , and ~c~l,p;c,,c,, . . . . c,_, are measurable subsets of 8. 
Lemma 5.4. Let 7 be arbitrary element of S. 
(1) For any TrO, tz 1 and co,cl ,..., c,__~ E 8 
P(~Y~r,p;co,c I,..., c,_,) = 0 or 1. 
(2) Torany TzO, tzl and c~,c,,...,c,_~E@? 
crWCf;;fJl ;co,c I,..., c,_J = 0 or 1. 
Proof. We take one fixed element a of &. 
(1) For i=O, l,Z,...,t- 1, the set (t*+‘)-r((Ci)) is invariant under s,. So the 
ergodicity of s, implies: 
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jA((CE f!?t TT+i(C) E (Ci)}) = jd(rT+‘)-‘((Ci))) 
=Oor 1. 
On the other hand, for any T’rO 
p({oE tt?: TT’+*(C) = sprT’(c)}) = rU((rT’+*-ssOrT’)_‘((b))) 
=Oor 1. 
Hence 
~(@+2,B;c0,c, B.... c,-1) =/-J {CE t9: ?T+i(C)E (Ci)} 
n U ICE tr: fT'+*(c) = Sag') 
T'z T > 
=0 or 1. 
(2) Similarly we can easily see that the set -lacF t p.co c,,,as,c,_, is invariant under ., , 9 
s,. Therefore 
Theorem 5.5. 
(1) For each r in CLASS II one and only one of the following properties holds: 
(a) For almost all initial co@gurations iheir orbits evolve to a common limit 
cycle with the finite iteration. 
(b) For aimost every initial configuration cI and c2, their limit cycles with 
the finite iteration are distinct to each other. 
(2) For each T in CLASS III one and only one of the folio wing properties holds: 
(a) For almost all initial configurations their orbits evolve to a common limit 
cycle with the infinite iteration. 
(b) For almost every initial configuration c1 and c2, their limit cycles with 
the infinite iteration are distinct to each other. 
Proof. (1) Letp(%‘yktJ=l. If for some T’I~‘, t’ 1 tJ’=(t’/t)j?and (c&...&L~>E 
Ws, 
lM@Y~:t:pP;s,c I,..., &,I = 1. 
Then clearly (a) holds. So we can assume the following fact. For any T’s T, t’ 1 t, 
P’=(t’/t)/.? and (c~),...,(c~~_~)E Ws, 
P(~Y;~,t:p’;~~~c ,,..., &,I = 0. 
Then for any T’c T, t’ 1 t, /3’= (t’/t)p and (CO>, . . . , (+- I ) E g/s, 
P2WY;;t:p~;E,,c, )..., q_,12) = 0. 
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On the other hand 
Therefore (b) holds. 
(2) It is proved similarly as above. 0 
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